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In March 1941, the British again revised the number of R.A.F. schools [twelve] they would like

to move to Canada, in addition to the five which had moved in 1940. This added to the

already growing burden placed on the RCAF, and the additional construction of RAF schools. It

became clear to the Canadian government the air training plan was now outgrowing the

dimensions of the original plans, and more extensive use of present facilities must be taken at

once. With growing confidence in Canadian construction, training schools were now doubled

in size and relief landing fields would be turned into full time training bases. The training

establishment of a new RAF service flying training school in Canada now reached over one

thousand, and the presence of the RAF in Canada was becoming a sizeable growth. No. 35

S.F.T.S. originally planned for Calgary, Alberta, would now be moved to North Battleford,

Saskatchewan, on 15 July 1941, where two RAF troop trains would be arriving with almost

700 Royal Air Force Trainees. These British recruit future pilots would be training in British

Airspeed Oxford aircraft which had been shipped from the U.K. and transported from Halifax,

Nova Scotia, by train. The school was still under construction when the troop trains arrived

and would not officially open until 4 September 1941, when Course #27 commenced flying

training.

The newspaper clipping of the first RAF troop train arrival at North Battleford on 21 July 1941.

A special RAF greeting was made by Chief Sam Swimmer [son of Yellow Mud] of the

Sweetgrass First Nations Reserve who welcomed the new British student pilots to their treaty

land, reserve 113, calling them – “The Thunder Birds of Great White Chiefs.” The author

believes this possibly influenced future RAF designs of two Thunderbird Totem symbols used

at R.A.F. No. 37 S.F.T.S. Calgary, Alberta, beginning in November 1941.





The RAF Service Flying Training School in Calgary, Alberta, was now re-numbered No. 37

S.F.T.S. and continued to train RAF students from No. 31 E.F.T.S., but that was about to change.

17 September 1941, RAF No. 31 EFTS were ordered to leave Calgary effective 16 October

1941.



The first troop train carrying RAF officers and airmen of No. 37 SFTS arrived at Calgary on 20

September 1941, and by the end of the month they had opened their Orderly Room and

Section Offices.

No. 31 EFTS completed their movement south to RAF Station De Winton, Alberta, on 14

October 41 and RAF No. 37 SFTS became official on 20 October 1941. RAF Relief Field at

Airdrie, Alberta, had officially opened on 1 July 1941 as No. 35 SFTS and they now officially

became No. 37 SFTS Relief Field on 20 October 1941. Course #31 arrived Calgary on 13

October and began ground lectures and flying training on 21 October 1941. On this date the

first flying training of British Airspeed Oxford trainer aircraft took place at RAF Airdrie Relief

Field, totalling eight hours flying time. Due to the progress of airport construction and lack of

twin-engine trainer aircraft in Canada, it became necessary to open RAF No. 37 SFTS with

“Ox-box” twin engine trainer aircraft which were not suited to the Calgary elevation of 3,606

ft. [1,099 metres] above sea level, but single-engine aircraft changes could not be made for

one more year. Officially on 25 September 1942, they converted to American AT-6 Harvard

Mk. II single engine trainers.









Between March 1941 and November 1943, 601 British Airspeed Oxford trainers were

delivered by ship to Halifax, Nova Scotia, loaded on railway cars and shipped to RAF Station

Repair Depots located in Canada. Most of these RAF trainers arrived in No. 4 Training

Command, where thirteen RAF training schools were constructed. All retained their RAF

camouflage paint and original RAF serial numbers. [Five were lost at sea, ship sunk during

transport – AR809, AR810, AR813, AR814, and AR819]



The following serial numbers were taken on strength at RAF No. 37 SFTS Calgary, Alberta, and

most flew training at Relief Field Airdrie, Alberta, 20 October 1941 to 24 September 1942.

AS.10 Mk. I serial T1180, V3379, V3393, V3426, V3434, V3439, V3463, V3479, X6539, X6544,

X6549, X6557, X6589, X6590, X6593, AR969, AS475, AS599, AS603, AS610, AS612, AS614,

AS616, AS617, AS619, AS625, AS629, AS666, AS691, AS699, AS701, AT442, AT444, AT446,

AT447, AT452, AT455, AT458, and AT472.

AS.10 Mk. II serial T1184, X6884, X6964, X6967, X7143, X7156, AS266, AS303, AS321, AS365,

AS373, AS382, AS396, AS790, AS798, AS802, AS834, AS837, AS838, AS848, AS853, AS859,

AS860, AS862, AS927, AS931, BG303, BG328, BG354, BG355, BG363, BG503, BM679, BM701,

BM749, BM752, BM807, and BM810.

Below is a Chris Charland rare color image of the Oxford trainer markings in Canada. X6559

was an AS.10 Mk. I constructed in a batch of 79 aircraft, assigned to No. 36 SFTS at Penhold,

Alberta. The RAF camouflage [sand and spinach] was Pattern #2, for twin engine monoplanes

of less than 70 feet.

Some of the first RAF Airspeed trainers arrived in Canada with RAF Type A [II] roundel

fuselage markings which were Red, White, and Blue, [equal diameter colors] used on

camouflaged surfaces for a limited period 1937 to 1939. The roundel Type A [I] was

introduced in June 1940, Red, White, Blue, outer Matt Yellow [equal diameter colors] and

generally used until 1942 on fuselage sides. The undersurface was yellow with aircraft serial

numbers painted in opposite directions in black [one-half the wing chord length] on the main

wing for easy identification from the ground. The fin flash was introduced in June 1940, 27

inches high with equal red, white, and blue 24 inches wide. This trainer carried nose art with

what appears to be “Jimmy” in yellow.



RAF Course #31 began flight training on 21 October 1941 and the first accident occurred on 5

November 41.



The first RAF Sgt/pilot Howard to solo in an “Ox-box” at Airdrie Relief Field Course #31,

November 1941. Photo by P/O Nimmo RAF Flying Instructor and art editor.

The first RAF station magazine was published at the end of November 1941, featuring a

Golden outline of a First Nations Thunderbird Symbol, representing power, protection, and

strength. The origin is unknown, but the author feels it was possibly connected to a greeting

extended to the RAF at No. 35 SFTS at North Battleford, Saskatchewan, on 21 September

1941, by Chief Sam Swimmer of the Battle River Cree Nation. He called the new RAF arrivals

“The Thunder Birds of Great White Chiefs.” The RAF art editors of the first magazine were



Flying Instructor P/O N.D. Nimmo and LAC [student-pilot] E.J. Mansfield. Published by

Phoenix Press Co. Ltd. Calgary, Alberta, it was a high quality magazine. The inside front cover

featured an RAF welcome message from the Mayor of Calgary, Andrew Davison.





RAF cartoon art in first issue by Rodger, 1941. [possibly a student pilot in Course #31]



When the RAF first arrived in Calgary they were shocked by the backward Alberta Liquor

Laws, as they were accustomed to attending a local pub with the whole family and enjoying a

night of food and drink with adults and children. The Canadian prohibition of Beer, Wine, and

Liquor in Alberta was not changed until 5 November 1923, and under the new Provincial

Liquor Law only low content liquor and beer of 1% could be sold. Women were barred as

customers and men drank alone, telling bar jokes, getting drunk, messing their pants, fighting,

and acting like cowboy cavemen. In 1928, mixed drinking in Alberta was finally allowed,

however, females must be with a male escort and they could only drink in a segregated area,

away from single males. The advertising of Beer, Wine, or Liquor was forbidden in the

province and the Calgary Brewing and Malting Co. could only display soft drinks.

This RAF student pilot [possibly Course #31] was featured in the November 41 magazine ad,

and he is smiling because it’s Horse-shoe and Buffalo Ginger Ale, not Calgary Beer.



This ad appeared in RAF magazine in 1942 featuring three women drinking Calgary soft drinks.

Women were not allowed to drink with single men in Alberta until 1957, and real major liquor

law changes did not come until 1971 when the Progressive Conservative government came to

power. [above is original Calgary “Big Lime” soft drink from author collection]



First accident which took a student pilot's life, 5 December 1941, Oxford serial AS365.







Airspeed Oxford serial AS365 was taken on strength 20 August 1941 – 5 December 1941.

In total six RAF student pilots would be killed during training in Oxford aircraft at Calgary and

area. Oxford serial #AS365 - LAC Ernest Thomson 1387318, Calgary, 5 Dec. 1941. #AT457 - LAC

W.J. McCarthy 656512, crashed near Airdrie, 10 December 1942. #AS382 – LAC E.C.

Dunbavand 1218546, crashed near Three Hills, 16 January 1942. #AS610 - LAC W.J Stonebridge

killed in crash near Langdon, 10 August 42. #AS666 – LAC Nimmo 420814, mid-air with

#BM810 – LAC W.J. Webb, Calgary, 14 August 1942.



The British Union Jack flies over Burnsland Cemetery, Calgary, Alberta, which contains over

22,000 burials, including the RAF section which contains 43 RAF student pilots and Flying

Instructor graves 1941-45.



The second school magazine would appear in March 1942 featuring a new Thunderbird. This

symbol possibly appeared on a few aircraft and was retained until March 1944.



This March 1942 second impressive First Nation Thunderbird was also printed on No. 37 SFTS

stationary for writing letters home [above] and possibly even a few aircraft, however no

aircraft photos have been found to date. Ox-box photos from Calgary are very hard to obtain.





Calgary: As some imagined it – drawing by P/O G.A. Brandreth, R.A.F. Flying Instructor.



The population of Calgary, Alberta, in 1942 was 88,904 and Canada had 11.6 million in total.

The population of the Village of Airdrie, Alberta, in 1942 was 185, with not much to see for

the RAF student pilots training next door at their relief field. Oxford Mk. I serial AT442 was

practising landings at Airdrie, 17 April 1942, the port tire burst, which resulted in a Category

“C” accident. Student pilot LAC Sunderland Course #51 was not injured, he graduated on 2

July 1942, with 41 fellow pilots, two being the first Free French pilots trained at Airdrie,

Alberta.



This crash image also captures [background] the RCAF aircraft recovery truck used by the RAF

at Relief Field, Airdrie. The make is impossible to know as both the Ford Motor Company and

General Motors of Canada produced over 300,000 military pattern vehicles of the same

snub-nose design. The author believes it is a GMC of 1942-43 vintage.

The Ford Motor Company at Windsor, Ontario, constructed 50,000 military vehicles, 40,000

for Great Britain and 10,000 for Canadian Forces during WWII. [Maclean’s 1941]



Canadian Maclean’s magazine 1 July 1942.





GM in Oshawa, Ontario, produced over 201,000 Canadian Military Pattern trucks during

WWII, including special aircraft recovery trucks for use by the RCAF and RAF schools in

Canada.

In 1994, the author obtained permission from Mr. John Edwards, Commissioner of

Correctional Services in Ottawa, to conduct exploratory excavations at RAF ex-No. 32 EFTS at

Bowden, Alberta. Each WWII RAF school in Canada [twenty-four] contains a burial pit, with

their complete WWII inventory, which was ordered to be buried in Canada. The reason was

simple: the British Government could not afford to move the vast amount of RAF material

back to the U.K. in 1944. In October 1991, and June 2001, digs were conducted at the old

British base but the exact pit location could not be found. In September 2005, Professor J.M.

Maillot and his wife donated a full day to carry out a magnetic ground survey of the site

location, which was prison farm land, used as a garbage dump during WWII. Professor Maillot

was in charge of the Department of Geology and Geophysics at the University of Calgary,

Alberta. In short, after years of research, the RAF burial pit was found, but the Canadian

Government said “No digging, it is Crown Property.” At noon hour, September 2005, I was

taken by a guard inside the wire, where the most serious Canadian criminals manufacture

prison furniture. There sits an original [mint] GMC 1943 RCAF aircraft recovery truck used by

the RAF during WWII, and it has never left the site. Efforts to have this vehicle donated to a

museum fell on deaf ears, so it is only driven by murders and rapists. So much for preserving



Canadian RCAF history, thanks to my government and their small-thinking Correctional

Bureaucrats in Ottawa. This original 1943 GMC RCAF Aircraft recovery truck, was the same

style as used at No. 37 Relief Field, Airdrie, Alberta, 1941-44.

The RCAF also supplied RAF Stations in Canada with Mobile Air Traffic Control Cars, Library &

Archives Canada RCAF photo, Car serial 35-723.



Airdrie Mobile Control Car [left] large “T” on roof and Dodge Ambulance #30-632.



No. 37 SFTS R.A.F. Relief Field Airdrie Mobile Air Traffic Control Car in 1942, Airdrie Hangar

and main control tower seen in left background.



The RAF Airdrie Control Car [with large “T” on roof] and their 1941 Ford Herrington 3-ton, 6x6

Fire truck serial 33-741, with aircraft crash fire rescue suit. [possibly AC1 P.G. Cleeve]



The RCAF vehicles assigned to the RAF in 1941-44 are long gone, however their original

vehicle storage garage survives and is still in use today, 2023.

The original RAF hangar built in 1940 survives in 2023, photo looking south-east.



After training at No. 37 SFTS Relief Field Airdrie, Alberta, the RAF Wings parade would be held

in the Calgary Drill Hall, today [2023] the Hangar Flight Museum of Calgary. Nine RAF courses

would graduate 257 pilots from 21 October 1941 until 24 September 1942. Course #31 [53

Wings] Course #33 [59 Wings] Course #35 [49 Wings] Course 47 [41 Wings] Course #49 [35

Wings] Course #51 [42 Wings] Course #56 [[38 Wings] Course #57 [40 Wings, on 24 September

41] with Course #59 graduating at No. 39 SFTS at Swift Current, Saskatchewan, where the

Oxford aircraft were transferred on 28 September 1941.



This order dated 22 September 1942, details the reasons for No. 37 SFTS RAF Station Calgary

being first equipped with Airspeed Oxford twin-engine trainers, and the date the 100 Harvard

aircraft would be exchanged with No. 39 SFTS Swift Current, Saskatchewan.



RAF No. 37 S.F.T.S. at Calgary, Alberta, would now begin training RAF fighter pilots, in AT-6

American Harvard Mk. II aircraft, beginning 1 October 1942.

End of Chapter 3


